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Short, straightforward and judgement-free, this new guide tells you everything you need to know
about weaning your baby. It covers all the options – whether you want to begin with traditional
purees, go for baby-led weaning, or try a combination of the two.Weaning is one of the key
milestones in your baby's development, but there's no need for it to be a source of stress. This
book will lead you through what is really a simple process: helping your baby to enjoy good,
nourishing food right from the start.How To Wean Your Baby gives you all the essential health
information on the best time to start weaning, and on what to give your baby at the different
stages of development. It contains sensible advice on the best ways to cook, good ideas for
finger foods and snacks, and – crucially – it tells you what not to give your baby.This handy book
includes plenty of quick and easy recipes: first foods, nourishing baby-friendly dishes, and meals
that the whole family can enjoy together. From butternut squash puree to cheesy vegetable
mash, perfect shepherd's pie to lentil and sweet potato croquettes, sugar-free drop-scones to
fruity cottage-cheese mounds, here are all the recipes you need to give your baby and toddler a
healthy, satisfying introduction to solid foods.About the authorKim Davies is a mother and
stepmother, and has written extensively about babies and toddlers as well as on other health
subjects. This is her second book on weaning, and includes the tried-and-tested recipes that
were favourites of her own children.

From the AuthorHamburger Crunch2 lbs. ground beef1 T. onion, minced2 10-3/4 oz. cans
tomato soup1 t. chili powder4 c. corn chips8-oz. pkg. shredded Cheddar cheeseBrown ground
beef and onion together in a large skillet over medium heat; drain. Stir in soup and chili powder.
Spread in an ungreased 13"x9" baking pan; top with corn chips. Bake, uncovered, at 350
degrees for 20 to 25 minutes. Remove from oven; sprinkle with cheese. Bake for an additional 5
minutes, until cheese melts.From the Back CoverDear Friend, You can count on Gooseberry
Patch for easy-to-follow directions, using ingredients you may already have in the pantry.
Whether you're making meals for your family, a tailgating spread for friends or a campfire picnic,
you'll find something inside for every occasion.Make yourself at home,Vickie & Jo AnnAbout the
AuthorGooseberry Patch was founded in 1984 by Vickie Hutchins and Jo Ann Martin, two moms
looking for a way to do what they loved and stay home with kids too. 25 years later, they're best
known for their collection of family-friendly, community-style cookbooks. Each book is created
with today's time-strapped, budget-conscious families in mind and filled with recipes shared by
cooks all across the country. Along with treasured family recipes, each book includes the stories
the go along with these tried & true dishes. With more than 200 titles and nearly 9 million copies
in print, plus an ever-growing collection of eBooks, Gooseberry Patch has grown from a kitchen-
table operation to a nationally recognized best-selling publisher. Check out their books below



and visit their website (gooseberrypatch.com) to get thousands of free recipes and lots more
free goodies.Read more
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Very Helpful. This book was very helpful and insightful in presenting both
ways to feed without the author pushing her view in you. She explains the pros and cons of both
(which was refreshing) and leaves the decision guilt free with you and your baby.Really enjoyed
this book and look forward to making some of the recipes in the book.”

Sean Collins, “Great simple read with recipes. I am looking to do a mix of baby led weaning and
purees and I think this book does a good basic job at reviewing both and providing recipes. As a
mom, you have very little time to read so I appreciate that I could read this fast and easy.
Definitely more practical than philosophical. This is written in British English so you may have to
look up some terms.”

Joy, “A great book for all new mothers!. This is one of the best weaning I came across. As a
mother I would definitely recommend this book to all first time or future mothers. The advice is
good and the recipes are excellent. It gives mothers an opportunity to choose how they want to
wean their babies and at the same time enjoy the joys of transferring from bottle feed to solids.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great advice for BLW. I would recommend this book to anyone who is
interested in learning more about baby led weaning for their little one.”

Allyssa Painter, “Great feeding resource (British jargon/measurements). I thoroughly enjoyed this
book, especially the ample amount of recipes. As some reviewers have mentioned, it is a little
sparse in the actual "how-to" of weaning, though I do feel like it gave enough information (but I
may only feel that way because I've read several other weaning books recently). This is the only
reason I dropped it down to 4 stars, rather than 5.Some reviews also mentioned that they didn't
like how it didn't give a clear push toward one method or the other; this is actually the thing I liked
most about this book. I feel like the other books I read were almost pushy with their opinions of
one or the other, but I like the laid-back, "Do what you feel is best, and don't worry about mixing
if you want/need to" method this author suggests. It has made me less stressed and more
excited to feed my baby. I also liked the many recipes, and how they were broken down into
different levels (purees, mixed texture, finger foods, whole family meals, etc.).One thing I will say,
though, is that this is British (maybe it says that somewhere and I missed it). That's not
necessarily a problem, but as an American, I was confused at first with a few of the terms that
we don't use here. Also, it does make the recipes a little more work for an American, as we don't
typically measure in grams (though some Americans who like to be precise do, I think).
Anyways, that's not an issue, just something I wanted to alert fellow Americans too.Overall, I
enjoyed this book and would recommend it to others. (I read it with Kindle Unlimited)”

Natalie Yarnall, “What a wonderful find. As I set out on the journey to wean my baby, I have been



trawling the bookshelves for books that will provide unbiased information on both approaches to
weaning, without hitting you with a sense of 'mom guilt' for not choosing the 'right' way to wean.
This book manages to provide sound information on both approaches to weaning but with an
ethos of 'parents know best' and doing what works for your family, whether that be spoon
feeding, BLW or a combination of the two. A really great find and a very enjoyable read with easy
to follow recipes that won't break the bank or take hours to prepare. The best 99p I've spent in a
long time and I would have happily paid more. A definite recommendation for any parents who
are unsure on which approach to weaning will suit their family best.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Simple and to the point. Sensible and balanced advice. A nice variety of
recipes no matter what approach you are taking to weaning. I plan to start with BLW, but reckon
I’ll end up doing some spoon feeding, so this book was helpful to me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book, very helpful for beginning. Great book some really easy
normal recipes that can be achieved at home. Easy to follow, has the information needed to start
weaning. Easy read.”

Lorrayne, “Easy and helpful. Need to know more about weaning my baby and this covered it all.
great book very helpful just what I needed”

Freddie, “Soon to start weaning. I loved how unbiased this book was giving the advantages and
disadvantages of both ways of weaning.I'd highly recommend this book to any first time mum
about to embark on the next stage with their baby.”

The book by Gooseberry Patch has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 23 people have provided feedback.
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